IGNOU
STUDENT EVALUATION DIVISION
(Assignment Section)

No.: IG/SED/EO (AS)/2019
Dated: 25th March, 2019

NOTIFICATION

The last date for submission of Assignment, eligible to appear in TEE June, 2019 i.e. registered in July, 2018 Session (Annual Programmes) & January, 2019 Session (Six months/Semester based Programmes), is extended from the present date i.e. 31.03.2019 to 15.05.2019.

All the Regional Directors are requested to display this information on their website and Notice Boards of the Regional Centres. RCs shall also write to respective Study Centres to display the information on the Notice Boards as well as announce in the Counselling Sessions.

Head, Computer Division is requested to upload the information on the home page of IGNOU Website.

This has with the approval of the Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor.

Distribution to:

- All the Regional Centres
- Director, SSC, IGNOU Hqrs.

Copy to:

- All the Directors of Schools
- Director, RSD
- Registrar, SRD
- Director, EMPC
- Registrar, MPDD
- Jt. Registrar (SED)
- Deputy Director, VCO
- Deputy Director (Soft), MPDD
- AR (Store-I) & AR (Store-II), MPDD
- AR (SSC), MPDD
- AR (Assignment Section)
- CPRO
- SPA to MI
- PS - PVC

(S.G. SWAMI)
Registrar (SED)